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IMPACTED

CREATED

DIVERTED

EMPLOYED

  +950 youth

                                   17 innovative
business ideas

                                    8,000 water
bottles worth of plastic waste

                                    11 individuals
with a disability

80 MEMBERS
+8,500 VOLUNTEER HOURS, AND
6 PROJECTS THAT CREATED
REAL, SUSTAINABLE IMPACT 



SUSTAINING A GREENER
FUTURE WITH 

                              Plastic production and disposal emit 850
million tonnes of greenhouse gas. In 2030, Canada is
expected to use +6 million tonnes of plastic annually. 

As only 9% of plastic worldwide gets recycled, and over
30% of recycling ends up in waste, 84% of youth don’t
feel they have the tools needed to address climate
challenge. 

ISSUE

Plastic collected via
plastic drives,
community events, or
corporate partnerships

Plastic is then
cleaned, sorted, and
passed through our
Poly system

Partnered with uOttawa Food Services - program with campus dining hall that serves 3500 students
daily to divert plastic waste. 

By September this year, we expect to be diverting 70lbs of plastic every week.
Partnered with Lanark Community Programs - provided employment to 11 individuals with a disability. 
Partnered with the Telfer School of Management and the Campus Design team to plan an art installation
made from 100% recycled plastic collected on campus. 

This project will be a revenue generator for our team, and with an expected installation later this
year, we’ll be turning 220lbs of plastic waste into a beacon of sustainability. 

Directly impacted over 180 students through a 4-workshop series that gives youth tangible tools to
tackle climate change and live sustainably

THIS YEAR, WE DIVERTED OVER 8,000 WATER BOTTLES WORTH OF PLASTIC, SAVING
OVER  490LBS OF CO2, 163LBS OF OIL AND OVER 13,000L OF WATER. 

A recycled product is
produced - we can make
anything, like tiles, jewelry,
phone cases, and so much
more.

THE PROCESS

THE IMPACT

Carter Barrett
Team President & PM Poly

Amanda Featherstone
Project Coordinator

A                                                      that shreds down plastic into small pieces
An                                                       that takes those pieces, melts them down and shapes them into new
products using interchangeable moulds. 

                                                We scaled down the technology found in massive recycling plants to fit it in smaller,
accessible locations like garages, workshops, and community centres.

Working with industry experts we made 2 systems: 

SOLUTION

SHREDDER MACHINE
INJECTION MOULDER

Divert up to 1.5 Million water
bottles worth of plastic waste
annually

Uses 99% less oil, 83% less CO2,
and 97% less water compared to
production of virgin plastic

Recycles PET, HDPE, LDPE,
polypropylene, and polystyrene
plastics 

EACH POLY SYSTEM



PERFECT PITCH

how to develop their idea into a business
model
how to find funding
how to apply their entrepreneurial mindset in
any job. 

Project F.L.Y developed a bilingual workshop series
that empowers aspiring youth entrepreneurs by
teaching them valuable entrepreneurial skills. 

We partner with schools and established community
organizations, delivering workshops on a weekly basis.
Youth can learn the core pillars of entrepreneurship:

This year, we impacted over 770 youth and are
working with schools and community organizations
across Ontario to unleash the entrepreneurial
mindset of our youth.

CREATING A POWERFUL FUTURE WITH 

12 Schools

3 Community
Partners

13 Workshops
Delivered 

 770 Students
impacted Charlie Gaudet

Co-PM Project F.L.Y
Gavin Westbrook

Co-PM Project F.L.Y

At Project F.L.Y we aim to empower youth across Canada through educational workshops in
FINANCE SKILLS & CAREERS LEADERSHIP ENTREPRENEURSHIP MENTAL HEALTH

Perfect Pitch, a full day bilingual competition where students
get hands-on social entrepreneurship experience by teaming up
to create their own social enterprise.

Youth are encouraged to apply the knowledge they learned from
our workshops and transfer it into real entrepreneurial action

85 students participated in Perfect Pitch, creating 17 new
socially-focused business ideas. 

" THE THINGS THAT PROJECT
FLY DOES MATCHES
PERFECTLY WITH OUR
PROGRAM... IT EXPLAINED
[CONCEPTS] PERFECTLY TO
SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS." 

- TREVOR ALLEN, BUSINESS
TEACHER, CANTERBURY HS



FOR A BETTER FUTURE:
HIGHLIGHTING ADDITIONAL PROJECTS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

The Legacy Conference brought some of
the country's best entrepreneurs together
to share their stories. 

Sprout provided access to fresh foods for
over 12,000 people in Ottawa food deserts. 

Project Nibi paved the way to tackle the water
crisis facing Indigenous communities across
Canada. 

Shyne created and sold environmentally friendly
eyewear made out of 100% recycled plastic  to
individuals across North America. 


